There is something about reviewing the lessons of the past to prepare us to face the challenges of the future. What a glorious legacy of faith, courage & ingenuity those pioneers have left for us to build upon.  L. Tom Perry

Die when I may, I want it said of me, by those who knew me best, that I always plucked a thistle and planted a flower where I thought a flower would grow.  Abraham Lincoln

Keep HOPE in your heart; remember Hang On Problems End. Anonymous

Be at war with your vices, at peace with your neighbors and let every new year find you a better human.  Ben Franklin

The world is in turmoil, but we do not need to fight it. We just need to be more righteous ourselves.  Anonymous

Winter is on my head, but eternal spring is in my heart.  Victor Hugo

Though we have rightly applauded our ancestors for their spiritual achievements; those of us who prevail today will have done no small thing.  Neal Maxwell

Two things stand like a stone. Kindness in another’s trouble, and courage in your own. Princess Diana taught this to her sons

Darkness cannot drive out darkness; only light can drive out darkness. Hate cannot overcome hate; only love overcomes hate. Be kind and carry on. Prince William and Prince Harry

God speaks to us in a thousand voices, each with the same clear message: “I love you. Please trust me.” Hugh Prather

We are like a train on a track that cannot swerve. “We can rationalize all we want, but the fact is, there is not a right way to do the wrong thing.” Becky Craven
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